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INTERNATIONAL 

August 15, 2016 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dr. John F. Quinn, Chair 
New England Habitat Committee 
New England Fishery Management Council 
50 Water Street, Mill 2 
Newburyport, MA 01950 

Re: Limited Surfclam Vessel Access to Habitat Management Areas 

Dear Chairman Quinn: 

Please consider the following, submitted on behalf of Sea Watch International, Ltd., in 
connection with the Habitat Committee's consideration oflimited access for surfclam vessels within 
the habitat management closed areas. 

Sea Watch is the largest U.S. processor of surfclam and ocean quahog shellstock, with 
facilities in New Bedford, Massachusetts; Milford, Delaware; and Easton, Maryland. Several of the 
principals in Sea Watch invested more than $1,000,000.00 in development of the FDA approved 
protocol for harvesting clam shellstock on Georges Bank, in areas previously closed because of 
concerns about PSP. 

The limited reopening of Georges Bank following approval of the PSP testing protocol, and 
the abundance of shellstock in that region, led Sea Watch to invest more than $6,500,000.00 in 
expansion of its New Bedford processing facility. This work was completed in 2012 and led to a 
doubling ofNew Bedford Sea Watch employees, who now number more than 200. 

Sea Watch is critically concerned about continued surfclam vessel access to a part of the 
areas designated for closure on Nantucket Shoals and Georges Bank. The abundance of resource 
in both locations, and the associated high harvest rates, generate the volume of shellstock necessary 
for the company to continue to operate at its new expanded capacity. Sea Watch currently processes 
shellstock from three vessels operating in the areas proposed for closure on GB, and additionally 
acquires substantial shellstock from vessels fishing on NS. Two more vessels now are licensed for 
access to GB, and the principals in the company have committed $9,000,000.00 to the construction 
of a new vessel that will expedite harvesting on the distant GB fishing grounds. 

In August 2015 New England Council Chairman Stockwell advised that the Habitat 
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Committee had not been provided with infonnation from industry that would "define a reasonable 
minimum size for an area that would allow continued surfclam fishing [in the proposed closed 
areas]." In direct response to the Chainnan's admonition the industry, with guidance from 
independent fisheries scientists, developed a research plan for generating data and infonnation on 
which continued limited access to the proposed areas could be predicated. 

This research project was developed through the Science Center for Marine Fisheries 
(SCeMFiS}, an UU CRC entity operating under the guidelines, and with the financial support, of the 
National Science Foundation. The partners and financially contributing members of SCeMFiS 
include both shellfish and finfish harvesting and processing companies, as well as the Northeast 
Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC). The MAFMC additionally has a voice in SCeMFiS through Dr. 
John Boreman, the Chair of that Council's SSC. Scientific advice and guidance for SCeMFiS 
research projects is provided by Dr. Eric Powell (University of Southern Mississippi, Gulf Coast 
Research Lab) and Dr. Roger Mann (Virginia Institute of Marine Science). 

The purpose of the SCeMFiS project was to identify sub-areas within the GB and NS closed 
areas where continued surfclam harvesting would have minimal if any impact upon the structured 
habitat that the amendment is intended to protect. To accomplish this objective, over a period of 
several months Drs. Powell and Mann, together with several graduate students, reproduced and 
reviewed all of the NEFSC records from at sea clam surveys, undertaken by the research vessel 
Delaware ll, for the time frame from 1980 through 2012. 

A power point summarizing the Powell/Mann research- all based exclusively upon federal 
government archived data and records- was presented to the PDT at its meeting on July 28, 2016. 
We understand that that power point has been delivered to the Habitat Committee for its further 
review. The power point graphically illustrates where, within each of the management areas, there 
is a predominance of complex habitat (rocks/boulders, etc.) as well as indicators ofhabitat such as 
bionts and horse mussels. At the same time, the power point illustrates those sections of the closed 
areas where little if any such habitat and/or habitat indicators were identified by the NEFSC's 
research vessel over the course of years of surveys. 

Based upon the work ofDrs. Powell and Mann the industry additionally has submitted to the 
Habitat Committee charts reflecting that section of each of the GB and NS closed areas wherein we 
believe that surfclam vessels should be pennitted to continue to operate, because there will be little 
if any effect of fishing operations upon real structured habitat. It perhaps would be possible to 
further"fine tune" these proposed access areas into more individualized segments, but we have been 
advised that the enforcement authorities prefer defined rectangular areas that would encompass the 
entire pennitted access. We believe that the Committee, in comparing the presence of complex 
habitat within the closed areas with the offered depiction of a more limited access area for clamming 
vessels, will see that potential impact upon complex habitat has been avoided. 
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It is the hope of the industry that we can receive guidance/feedback from the Habitat 
Committee if further refinement of the access areas is considered necessary. We also continue to 
look at ways to refine and confirm what has been proposed, including some experiments with video 
taping of the bottom by way of cameras attached to clam dredges. 

We are really operating without precedent here, but doing our best to reconcile the very 
legitimate needs of habitat protection with the avoidance of the serious negative economic 
consequences that would result from the full foreclosure of clamming vessels from the habitat 
management areas. As the vessel tracks in the power point confirm, the closed areas unfortunately 
include the most productive surfclam harvesting grounds on Georges Bank and Nantucket Shoals. 
Dr. Thomas Murray, a fisheries economist at VIMS, has undertaken an unrelated research project 
regarding the economic impact of surfclam harvesting, processing and distribution; he projects that 
this impact, in Massachusetts alone, exceeds $180,000,000.00 annually. 

We look forward to the opportunity to discuss this challenging issue with the Habitat 
Committee on August 18, and we very much appreciate the Committee's time in considering the 
work that we have done to date. We are fully prepared to move forward with additional effort, if 
necessary, in order to refine reasonable access points for our industry within the closed areas. 

Thank you for your consideration of all of the above. 

TIA/tsd 
cc: Terry Stockwell, III 

John K. Bullard 
Michelle Bachman 

Very truly yours, 

~~~ 
Thomas T. Alspach 
General Counsel 



Joan O'Leary 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Hi Michelle, 

David Wallace 
Thursday, August 04, 2016 1:53 PM 
Michelle Bachman 
David Wallace 
Maps of industry proposed clam no fish zones for GB and NS 

Attached are some maps that were part of Eric Powell presentation with what the clam industry would like to propose at 
the Habitat Committee meeting where they may fish. The industry hopes that the process can move forward because, in 
our view, time is running out. 

You will see that on Georges Shoal the industry proposes to be able to clam in the area under 41 40 Nand agree to close 
the area for clam fishing above that line. 

On Nantucket Shoals the industry proposes to only fish in the box made up of 41 00 N, 69 30 W, 41 20 N and 69 50 
W. That area is where most of the clams are taken and where the industry has seen sets on a number of occasions. It is 
by far the most surfclam productive area on NS. 

The two attachments are in a PDF file and are rough because for GB I used the maps that Powell showed his different 
findings. On NS our data is very limited and therefore, the boat owners looked are the most productive area where they 
can fish. 

I will be out of the office for a few hours this afternoon but will attempt to call you when I return or in the morning .. 

Best, 

Dave, 

David H. Wallace 
Wallace & Associates 
1142 Hudson Road 
Cambridge, MD 21623 3234 
p 410 376 3200 
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Figure 34
• Locations in the Georges Shoal HMA region where horse mussels were present in 

NMFS-NEFSC clam survey tows. Present: 1-2. Some: 3-1 0; Many: > 10. 
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Figure 5. Locations in the Georges Shoal HMA region where cobbles, rocks, and boulders were 

present in NMFS-NEFSC clam survey tows. Present: 1-29 bushels. Predominant: 2:30 bushels. 

Locations where none of these particle types were retrieved are not shown. 
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Figure 7. Locations in the Georges Shoal HMA region where attached bionts were present in 

NMFS-NEFSC clam survey tows. Numbers represent the sum of the survey indices for 

anemones, barnacles, sponges, and tunicates with a value given for each of 1 for "present" and 2 

for "predominanf'. 
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Figure 96
• Locations in the Georges Shoal HMA region where dredge damage occurred in 

NMFS-NEFSC clam survey tows, where the tow was abandoned due to untowable bottom, or 

where the dredge was retrieved nearly full of rocks/boulders. Tows without any of these three 

conditions are not plotted. 
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Figure 107
• Locations in the Great South Channel HMA region where dredge damage occurred in 

NMFS-NEFSC clam survey tows, where the tow was abandoned due to untowable bottom, or 

where the dredge was retrieved nearly full of rocks/boulders. Tows without any of these three 

conditions are not plotted. 
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Only the southern portion of the Great South Channel HMA was routinely surveyed. For 

the domain as a whole, including the under-sampled northern portion, 186 survey tows were 
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7The time stamp on this figure is incorrect The data cover the 1978-2014 surveys. 



ATLANTIC OFFSHORE LOBSTERMEN'S ASSOCIATION 
Grant Moore, President 
exec@l?fMwrelohster. 11/X 

David Borden, Executive Director 
dhordell@l?{f.vlwre/ohs ter. 11rg 

23 Nelson St 00\·cr. NH 031!20 I P: 603-828-93-l21 W\\w.offshorclobstcr.org I heidi t1 t!f/:1·/um:/ohsreJ:org 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President, 

'[i5) ~ ~ ~ ~ WJ ~ i lf1] u 8, 2016 

MAY 1 g 2016 

NEW ENGLAND FISHERY 
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

I write to oppose the designation of a marine monument in the Atlantic Ocean canyon and 
seamount area in depths less than 900 meters. There are no immediate nor documented threats to 
these areas that would warrant the use of the unilateral Presidential authority encompassed in the 
Antiquities Act. This Congressional Act was authored in 1906, long before the movement to 
promote open government. I urge you to not supersede the transparent, public processes currently 
underway in New England to protect Atlantic Ocean habitat and coral. 

Despite the claims of proponents, there are no imminent threats to the habitat and coral in these 
areas that require expedient action by your Administration. There are no active proposals for oil, 
gas, or mineral exploration, nor could there be such activity without years of environmental impact 
assessment and permitting review. Further, multiple fisheries, some Marine Stewardship Council 
certified, have worked in these canyon areas for decades with such little habitat impact that 
monument proponents themselves call these areas "pristine" despite 40 years of fishing activity. 
Importantly, most Atlantic corals are in waters deeper than the areas fished (NOAA's Deep-Sea 
Coral Database) and there are no plans or technologies available which would allow these fisheries 
to shift to deeper waters. 

Therefore, I urge you to allow the open, transparent, public processes that now govern ocean 
planning and habitat protection in the region to continue without threat of unilateral Presidential 
action. There are a number of federal laws, federal advisory committees, and Executive Orders 
involved in this issue, and all require transparency in the rule making process. These include: deep
sea coral protections being developed by the New England Fishery Management Council 
(NEFMC) under authority of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act 
(MSA) and National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); and the forthcoming northeast regional 
ocean plan, an outcome of the National Ocean Policy established by your Executive Order in 2010. 
Unlike the Antiquities Act, these directives offer the public an opportunity for meaningful input, 
require cost benefit analyses, and allow stakeholders opportunities to offer strategies to mitigate 
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negative impacts. In addition, the above align with the ocean policies set out by your 
Administration, specifically Executive Order 13563 which states: 

"Sec. 2. Public Participation. [ .. ]Regulations shall be adopted through a process that 
involves public participation. To that end, regulations shall be based, to the extent 
feasible and consistent with law, on the open exchange of information and perspectives 
among State, local, and tribal officials, experts in relevant disciplines, affected 
stakeholders in the private sector, and the public as a whole. " 

As noted in the attached May 4, 2016 letter from Kelley Drye & Warren, Counsel for Fisheries 
Survival Fund, the Antiquities Act does not require public hearings or public input, and is the 
antithesis of the goals and objectives you sought by signing Executive Order 13563 "Improving 
Regulation and Regulatory Review". I very much applaud your efforts to promote transparency in 
the governmental regulatory process. Notwithstanding your prior efforts, open government is not 
merely a short term political convenience, and should be a corner stone of every Administration. 
Either you believe in open government or not, and conduct yourself accordingly. 

I therefore urge you to endorse and implement a transparent public process on this issue and direct 
the White House's Council for Environmental Quality to do likewise. To date they have not 
provided any specifics describing what they intend to advocate on this issue, which makes it 
virtually impossible to offer comments, suggestions, or gauge impacts. 

Should you decide to unilaterally move forward on this issue, I urge you to implement the position 
put forward by the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission. That alternative is reasonable, 
will protect the environment, protect a majority of the deep water corals, and allow for continuation 
of historic fishing practices in the offshore areas. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment; I am happy to discuss the specifics and any questions 
with your staff. 

Sincerely, 

\~~ 
Grant Moore 
President, Atlantic Offshore Lobstermen's Assn. 
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CC: 

Christy Goldfuss, White House CEQ 
Whitley Saumweber, White House CEQ 
Senator Susan Collins 
Senator Angus King 
Congresswoman Chellie Pingree 
Congressman Bruce Poliquin 
Senator Jeanne Shaheen 
Senator Kelly Ayotte 
Congressman Frank Guinta 
Senator Elizabeth Warren 
Senator Ed Markey 
Congressman Bill Keating 
Congressman Seth Moulton 
Senator Jack Reed 
Congressman Stephen Lynch 
Senator Sheldon Whitehouse 
Congressman David Cicilline 
Congressman James Langevin 
Senator Robert Menendez 
Senator Cory Booker 
Congressman Frank LoBiondo 
John Bullard, NOAA NMFS GARFO 
Robert Beal, ASMFC 
Thomas Nies, NEFMC 
Massachusetts Lobstermen's Association 
Maine Lobstermen's Association 
Rhode Island Lobstermen's Association 
Boston Globe 
Commercial Fisheries New 
New Bedford Standard Times 
Saving Seafood 
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NEW YORK,NY 

LOS ANGELES,CA 

CHICAGO,IL 

STAMFORO,CT 

PARSIPPANY,NJ 

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 

AFFILIATE OFFICE 

MUMBAI, INDIA 

Christy Goldfuss 
Managing Director 

KELLEY DRYE & WARREN LLP 

A LIUITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP 

WASHINGTON HARBOUR, SUITE 400 

3050 K STREET, NW 

WASHINGTON, DC 20007 

(202) 342-8400 

May 4, 2016 

White House Council on Environmental Quality 
722 Jackson PI NW 
Washington, D.C. 20506 

Whitley Saumweber, Ph.D. 
Associate Director for Oceans and Coasts 
White House Council on Environmental Quality 
722 Jackson PI NW 
Washington, D.C. 20506 

Dear Ms. Goldfuss and Dr. Saumweber: 

FACSIMILE 

(202) 342-8451 

www.kelleydrye.com 

DAVID E. FRULLA 

DIRECT LINE:(202) 342-8648 

EMAIL: dfrulla@ ke lleydrye. com 

We represent the Fisheries Survival Fund, an organization that consists of the vast majority 
of Limited Access Atlantic sea scallop vessels that are homeported from Massachusetts to North 
Carolina. FSF opposes the President's consideration of several areas within New England waters 
as marine monuments. FSF believes in, and heavily participates in, the public process of fisheries 
management via the New England and Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Councils. A monument 
designation, with its unilateral implementation and opaque process, is the exact opposite of the 
fisheries management process in which we participate. 

Public areas and public resources should be managed in an open and transparent manner, 
not an imperial stroke of the pen. Fisheries conservation and management measures developed and 
implemented though the Council process require compliance with a wide range of substantive and 
procedural legal requirements. These include the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and 
Management Act, the Administrative Procedure Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Marine Mammal Protection Act, the Endangered Species Act, and 
the Unfunded Mandates Act, to name a few. 
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KELLEY DRYE & WARREN LLP 

Furthermore, we didn't write Executive Order 13563 which states, in relevant part: 

Section 1. General Principles of Regulation. Our regulatory system must 
protect public health, welfare, safety, and our environment while promoting 
economic growth, innovation, competitiveness, and job creation. It must be 
based on the best available science. [ ... ] 

Sec. 2. Public Participation. [ ... ] Regulations shall be adopted through a 
process that involves public participation. To that end, regulations shall be 
based, to the extent feasible and consistent with law, on the open exchange 
of information and perspectives among State, local, and tribal officials, 
experts in relevant disciplines, affected stakeholders in the private sector, and 
the public as a whole. [ ... ] 

Sec. 3. Integration and Innovation. Some sectors and industries face a 
significant number of regulatory requirements, some of which may be 
redundant, inconsistent, or overlapping. Greater coordination across agencies 
could reduce these requirements, thus reducing costs and simplifying and 
harmonizing rules. [ ... ] 

Sec. 4. Flexible Approaches. Where relevant, feasible, and consistent with 
regulatory objectives, and to the extent permitted by law, each agency shall 
identify and consider regulatory approaches that reduce burdens and maintain 
flexibility and freedom of choice for the public. [ ... ] 

Sec. 5. Science. Consistent with the President's Memorandum for the Heads 
of Executive Departments and Agencies, "Scientific Integrity" (March 9, 
2009), and its implementing guidance, each agency shall ensure the 
objectivity of any scientific and technological information and processes used 
to support the agency's regulatory actions. [ ... ] 

These standards President Obama authored describe the fisheries management process better than 
the monuments designation vehicle, which can be instigated and steered by a few select insiders. 

We strongly urge the President not to designate any marine monuments in New England, 
but rather to allow the public process to continue moving forward. The New England Council is 
already protecting Cashes Ledge, and the Mid-Atlantic Council is already protecting deep water 
corals, with more action on corals to follow. Let the President's legacy be that he allowed the 
public to have a voice in how we manage our shared resources. 
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KELLEY DRYE & WARR.EN LLP 

In the event the Administration does not heed our call for a public process and dialogue on 
how best to manage our offshore waters, we strongly encourage the President to accept the 
proposal of the Atlantic Offshore Lobster Association (AOLA). We understand that the AOLA 
has provided you with coordinates denoting the shoal est area that is acceptable to them for possible 
management. While we cannot condone fisheries management by fiat, this proposal is at least 
coming from fishermen who work in these areas. No matter what area is chosen, moreover, any 
associated management should be tailored to the purposes and goals of that particular monument 
designation. Therefore, if the stated purpose of the monument designation is to protect deep water 
corals and ocean canyon sub-strates, then there should be no restriction on pelagic fishing, as it 
will have no impact on the deep corals and the ocean bottom. 

We thank you for your consideration of this matter and we sincerely hope that the 
established public processes will be allowed to endure and prevail. 

Respectfully submitted, 

·~----
Davra E. Frulla 
Andrew E. Minkiewicz 

Counsel for Fisheries Survival Fund 



New England Fishery Management Council 
50 WATER STREET I NEWBURYPORT, MASSACHUSETTS 01950 I PHONE 978 465 0492 I FAX 978 465 3116 

E.F. "Terry'' Stockwell ill, Chairman I Thomas A. Nies, Executive Director 

Dr. William Karp 
Science and Research Director 
Northeast Fisheries Science Center 
166 High Street 
Woods Hole, MA 02543 

Dear Bill: 

July 15, 2016 

As you are aware, the Council is working on an amendment to identify and protect deep-sea coral 
habitats in the New England Region. We have been fortunate to collaborate with a number of Science 
Center staff on this effort. While there have been important surveys over the past three summers to 
advance our knowledge of deep-sea coral distributions in the Gulf of Maine, one area where we are 
still relatively data poor is in terms of bathymetric data surrounding these sites. Terrain data such as 
depth and slope ate critical for developing management area boundaries around coral habitats. 

Much needed high quality multibeam data has already been collected in this region through the efforts 
of the Center and other line offices. Multi beam ~aps of two of the proposed management areas, 
western Jordan Basin and Outer Schoodic Ridge, were produced during a collaborative effort with the 
Ecosystem Monitoring group ofNEFSC and NOAA's Office of Exploration and Research (OER) 
during the fall2013 ecosystem monitoring cruise aboard the NOAA ship Okeanos Explorer. A 
multibeam map of the central Jordat'l Basin proposed management area, next to the U:S.-Canada 

, . boundary, was-~lso .produced duri_ng a J.·un~-20l.'!~:joi~t1J.S·.--.Ca•J.-adian deep-sea ~orah.inlise·byti.e FSV ·· 
Henry B. Bigelow. 

Any resources you could direct towards additional multibeam mapping in the Gulf of Maine would be 
welcome. We understand that NOAA ships Pisces and Henry B. Bigelow are both equipped· to map the 
seafloor at conti_llental shelf depths. Particular areas of interest to the Council include the area 
surrounding Mt. Desert Rock, especially areas where high density coral habitats have been found, 

,.areas· ~t-thc-.;ag::::·o:f Gemges·Basin ·h1dailing Lir~denkohl· Knoil, and additional areas 'stiitotihdiiig'the · · · 
previously mapped Outer Schoodic Ridge and Jordan Basin sites. Direct visual sampling of coral 
habitats is very resource intensive and can only cover relatively small areas. Understanding the 
distribution of high relief seafloor terrain is important for inferring the likely boundaries of coral 
habitats beyond sites where direct visual sampling has occurred. 

NOAA staff David Packer (NEFSC) and Martha Nizinski (Marine Ecosystems Division, Office of 
Science and Technology) are knowledgeable about the Council's coral amendment and existing 
multibeam data for the Gulf of Maine, and can elaborate on any of the points raised here. Please 
contact me if you have questions regarding this request. 

Sincerely, 

~~4//JA« 
Thomas A. Nies 
Executive Director 
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Dear Mr. Nies: 
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Thank you for your letter dated April 18, 2016, regarding efforts by The Pew Charitable Trusts 
and our partners to permanently protect Cashes Ledge as a marine national monument through 
presidential designation under the Antiquities Act of 1906. 

We appreciate the New England Fishery Management Council's actions to safeguard Cashes 
Ledge, which National Geographic explorer-in-residence Sylvia Earle has called the 
"Yellowstone of the North Atlantic" due to its "amazing gathering of fish and other wildlife." 
Because of the area's rich biodiversity, Pew is collaborating with a broad coalition that includes 
scientists, conservation and tourism groups, and commercial and recreational fishermen to give it 
greater and more durable protection. We believe that both Cashes Ledge and the range of deep
water canyons and seamounts located farther off the New England coast are natural treasures that 
merit declaration as the North Atlantic's first marine national monuments. 

Lee Crockett, who directs our U.S. oceans program, would be happy to answer any questions or 
discuss with you Pew's fisheries management and marine conservation endeavors in the region. 
Lee can be reached at (202) 552-2065 or via email at lcrockett@pewtrusts.org. 

Again, you have our gratitude for sharing with us the steps that the New England Fishery 
Management Council has taken to preserve the region's valuable ocean species and habitat. We 
look forward to working with you and the council members to craft policies that will result in the 
sustainable management of fisheries and marine resources in the North Atlantic for years to 

.e_(__ _____ _ ~ u-.r~u-:. ~ 
Joshua S. Reichert 
Executive Vice President, Environment 
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